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Dear Colleague, 

Happy Spring everyone! Here in Atlanta, there is a thick coat of pollen covering

everything in sight. But, we are happy for warmer weather and blooming flowers

nonetheless.  

Jane has just returned from Antarctica where she sailed on the Ortelius with

Oceanwide Expeditions. Keep a look out on our facebook page for some of her

incredible trip highlights. Speaking of Oceanwide, their brand new ship, the Hondius,

is featured in this newsletter's video. 

More on our Polar and Small Ship cruises below. 

Last but not least, in keeping with our policy of hiring good people wherever in the

world they are located, I’m thrilled to introduce our newest team member, industry

veteran Ana Kammerer, based in Buenos Aires. Some of you may have heard from

her already. If not, you may soon. She will be doing a lot of work for us in the North

East. 

 
Don't hesitate to reach out! 

Jane + Jessie + Jenna + Ana  

ORDER BROCHURES

Adventure Canada 

Price guarantee on the Ocean Endeavor. Details.

No single supplement: We have a limited quantity of single cabins in

category 3-7 on  Ocean Endeavour departures. 

15% off European cruises (Scotland Slowly, Ireland Circumnavigation, Iceland

Circumnavigation and In the Wake of the Vikings) expires 15 April 2019.

Learn all about our European cruises from Expedition Leader, MJ Swan, in this

webinar. 

Expiring soon! Book 2 or more European cruises by 15 April 2019 and save

20% on each cruise.   

2020 Early Bird extension: Book by 31 October 2019 and save 15% on the

Ocean Endeavor season.  

Oceanwide Expeditions

Cruises to the Antarctic, Falkland Islands, South Georgia are among cool deals

and deep discounts currently on offer from Oceanwide Adventures. More 

20% discount and superior cabins for the price of discounted twin deluxe

cabins on the Weddell Sea Antarctic Discoverer expedition. Details 

We are celebrating our 25th year sailing the Arctic and Antarctica. Check out

our webinar. 

Sign up for our Partner Portal to dive deeper into the Arctic and Antarctica.

View videos, download photos and more.  

5% discount on all new bookings at our published USD rates for Arctic and

Antarctica voyages until 1 June 1 2019. 

20% discount on all remaining voyages not previously discounted for this

Antarctic 2018-19 season.  

The Weddell Sea, Antarctic Peninsula, South Georgia, and numerous other

iconic far-south sites are all options on our Antarctic voyages. 

Our Arctic voyages visit a number of far-north regions, each with their own

particular set of thrilling activities, enchanting wildlife, and otherworldly polar

terrain. 

Iceland ProCruises

Check out our new Spring Specials here 
New Tour! 5 day Northern Lights & Whales Express. View the itinerary.
Shore excursions for Iceland and Greenland can now be booked online with

payment collected onboard. Space is limited so book in advance.

Here is a link to our image database. Please feel free to use the images for

promoting Iceland ProCruises. Just log into your DropBox account using

password: OceanDiamond. Please credit all photos with: Iceland ProCruises. 

Jungle Experiences

Deals on select luxury Amazon cruises aboard Zafiro include free domestic

flight, Lima hotel stay and $400 discount. Details 

Pay for 1 and get a 2nd adventure cruise in the Peruvian Amazon for free

aboard La Perla! Select departures. US only. More info. 

Expiring soon! BOGO on select April departures of Jungle Experiences' luxury 

Amazon cruise aboard Zafiro. More

We have agent rates for cruises on Zafiro and La Perla. Contact us for details. 

Earth vs. Mars: Polar

Regions Compared 
Peas in a pod or polar opposites? 

It’s common knowledge that Mars, like

Earth, has its own polar regions - typically

called the Martian ice caps - and that these

regions, also like Earth, are located at the

north and south poles and have much lower

temperatures than the areas MORE 

Braving the Northwest

Passage with Adventure

Canada 

One of the world’s greatest voyages is

calling! Pristine fjords. Looming glaciers.

Jagged icebergs. Grand vistas, historic sites.

MORE 

Hondius: the new standard in polar exploration 

Oceanwide Expeditions' new ship— the MV Hondius — launches summer of 2019.

Until then, let this sneak peek at the world’s first-registered Polar Class 6 vessel

stoke your sense of adventure.

Amazon Mystery: The

Iron House by Gustave

Eiffel 

Who would have guessed that in the heart

of the Peruvian Amazon there’s an

architectural masterpiece by the man who

created the Eiffel Tower in Paris — Gustave

Eiffel?  

Located in the heart of Iquitos on the MORE 

Akureyri — Iceland's

Second City 

One of the major stops on IPC's popular

"Iceland Circumnavigation" cruises, Akureyri

sits above the Arctic Circle on Iceland's

rugged north coast. The Island's second

largest city — first settled in the 9th century

by Norse migrants — has a lot to offer.

Starting with the fact that it’s an important

MORE 

USA Today offers a story on exploring the Viking settlements

and majestic fjords along the Newfoundland coast aboard

Adventure Canada's Ocean Endeavour. MORE

The Barents Observer newspaper in Norway recently published

a story on Perlamutrovy, a super-remote island that appeared on

early 20th-century maps of the Arctic but that seems to have

completely disappeared. MORE 

The New York Times ran a story on how scientists are rushing

to record the noises by a remote population of rare toothed

whales along Greenland's east coast. MORE 

Want to receive more news from us? Or never again? Click here

Contact Us:
Jessie Bligh at +1 (770) 377-8892 | jessie@emergingdestinations.com 
Jenna Farber at +1 (306) 202-8471 | jenna@emergingdestinations.com
Ana Kammerer at 1 (404) 496-5099 | ana@emergingdestinations.com
Jane Behrend at +1 (404) 993-6116 | jane@emergingdestinations.com
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